Company

Company’s name: GOH SHOJI CO., INC.
Head Office: 2-11-2, Hatchobori, Cho-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
Incorporation: March 15th, 1955
Capital: 400.00 million yen
Annual turn over: 333 hundred million yen (March, 2016)
Employees: 169 (March, 2016)
Quarters: Tokyo Osaka Shiga Ibaraki Ishikawa Fukushima
(Including related company) USA (Memphis, San Diego) Malaysia (Selangor) Thailand (Bangkok) China (Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Jining) Korea (Pusan) Germany (Hannover) Indonesia (Jakarta)
Main Banks: Mizuho Bank, Ltd, Kyobashi Branch, Umeda Branch The Bank of Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Ltd, Kyobashi Branch Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Ginza Branch
Directors:
President: Tsutomu Higaki
Senior Managing Director: Shuuaku Okita
Senior Managing Director: Yuasa Suzuki
Managing Director: Kazuo Nagashima
Director: Satoru Uchida
Director: Michio Taki
Director: Shigeyuki Toba
Director: Shuhei Nogami
Corporate Auditor: Keiko Namnu

History

1955 Mar
Established as GOH SHOJI CO., INC. at Ginza, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo. The capital was 500,000 yen.
Started marketing as a distributor of The Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd. and as a direct wholesaler for NIPPON KOGYO CO., LTD. (the present JAPAN ENERGY CORP.), and launched supplying for KOMATSU LTD immediately.

1960 Jul
Established Osaka Branch in Osaka city and started supplying for Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Founded HIYOSHI KOGYO CO., LTD in Yokohama city and started Assembly of the metallic parts for hydraulic-pressure hose.

1960 Aug
Established Komatsu Local Branch in Komatsu city of Ishikawa Pref. (the present Hokuriku quarter).

1970 May
Established Kusatsu Office in Kusatsu city of Shiga Pref.

1970 Aug
Established Oyama Local Branch in Yuki city of Ibaraki Pref. (the present Kita-Kanto quarter).

1971 Nov
Established Kusatsu Plant (the present GIT) in Kusatsu city and started production of the components for air-conditioner.

1983 May
Opened American local office (the present GAC) in Memphis, Tennessee, U.S.A.

1985 Apr
Constructed the head office building at Hatchobori, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo.

1987 Apr
Absorbed American local office into new GOH AMERICA CORP.

1988 Aug
Established GM CORP., SDN.BHD. in Malaysia.

1992 Jan
Implemented the reorganization of the system to shift to Business Department system.

1994 Feb
Established GOH HONGKONG LIMITED in Hong Kong, China.

1995 Jun
Established GOH HONGKONG LIMITED SHANGHAI LIAISON OFFICE in Shanghai, China.

1995 Dec
Established GOH HONGKONG LIMITED SHENZHEN OFFICE in Shenzhen, China.

1996 Jul
Established GOH SINGAPORE (M&A) PTE LTD. in Singapore.

1996 Sep
Established GOH SINGAPORE (M&A) PTE LTD. in Singapore.

1996 Oct
Absorbed GOH HONGKONG LIMITED SHANGHAI LIAISON OFFICE in Shanghai, China into new GOH SHANGHAI COMPANY LIMITED.

1997 Mar
Established GOH KOREA CO., LTD in Pusan, Korea.

1998 Aug
Established GOH BANGKOK CO., LTD in Bangkok, Thailand.

1999 Aug
Copper piping unit system Division (Kusatsu) Separated and set up as GOH INTEX CO., INC.

2000 Feb
Certificate of approval ISO 14001.

2001 Jun
Closed GOH EUROPE GmbH, REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE in Torun, Poland.

2002 Mar
Certificate of approval ISO 9001.

2003 Sep
Established GOH EUROPE GmbH, REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE in Torun, Poland.

2008 Jul
Established Shihoyi CO., LTD. in Shihoyi, China.

2009 Jan
Established Tsuchiyama Logistic center in Ibaraki Pref.

2011 Jun
Established Shihoyi CO., LTD. in Shihoyi, China.

2012 Apr
Certificate of approval ISO 9001.

2012 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2012 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2013 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2014 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2015 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2016 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.

2017 Oct
Established GOH SHOJI CO., INC EUROPE REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE (the present GOH EUROPE GmbH) in Germany.
We target the Customer Satisfaction by High Quality Products on the market needs.

**Leading Products by Market Group**

### Electronics information products
- Built-in printer
- Stationary printer
- Labeler
- Barcode reader/Handy terminal
- Input terminal/SSD
- Display/Visual Product

### Parts for home appliances
- Motors
- Grill plate (Electric wave absorption)
- LCD Unit
- Handle for micro wave oven
- Evaporator
- Seat heater
- Cooking net
- Fan, Fancase
- Heat Insulation
- Silicon Rubber
- Tube ass’y for air-conditioner

### Parts for Information and Telecommunication devices
- Cellular-phone parts
- LCD panel, Camera Lense
- Precision-diecast
- Labeler
- Adapter

### Parts for Solar Power Generation System
- Noise suppression sheet
- See-through type solar module (silicon type)
- See-through type solar module (thin film type)
- Solar assembling unit
Network in Japan (CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL ISO 14001・9001)

Tokyo quarter
2-11-2, HATCHOBORI, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, 104-0032
HEAD OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATION GROUP TEL 03-3552-7700 FAX 03-3555-3895
CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY DIV. TEL 03-3552-7702 FAX 03-3555-0379
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT DIV. TEL 03-3552-7721 FAX 03-3555-0378

Osaka quarter
3-7-11, SAIWA-CHO, NANIWA-KU, OSAKA, 556-0021
ADMINISTRATION GROUP TEL 06-6563-2700 FAX 06-6563-2707
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES DIV. TEL 06-6563-2720 FAX 06-6563-2722
CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY DIV. TEL 06-6563-2711 FAX 06-6563-2702
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT DIV. TEL 06-6563-2721 FAX 06-6563-2702

Hokuriku quarter
50-2, SHIRAE-MACHI-RO, KOMATSU-SHI, ISHIKAWA PREF., 923-0811
CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY DIV. TEL 0761-21-2134 FAX 0761-21-3825

Tsukuba assembly plant
1417-1, KOSSHO, JOSEO-SHI, IBARAKI PREF., 300-2741
TEL 0297-42-1591 FAX 0297-42-7731

Related company in Japan

HIYOSHI KOGYO CO., LTD. (CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL ISO 14001 / ISO 9001)
C Head office
2941, HASHIMUKAI, TAKADO, TOYOKAWA-MACHI, KITAKATA-SHI, FUKUSHIMA PREF., 966-0911
TEL 0241-22-5453 FAX 0241-24-3850

SHINTO CO., LTD. (CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL ISO 9001)
C Head office
573, OKADA, JOSEO-SHI, IBARAKI PREF., 300-2743
TEL 0297-42-1590 FAX 0297-42-1593

GOH INTEX CO., LTD. (CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL ISO 14001 / ISO 9001)
C Head office
5-3-19, KASAYAMA, KUSATSU-SHI, SHIGA PREF., 525-0072
TEL 077-562-4505 FAX 077-565-2640